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Abstract
Utilizing Quartz Crystal Microbalances (QCMB) to study the interaction of
biochemical systems at interfaces is a diverse field with many potential applications.
However, with an unfunctionalized surface, this technique suffers from a lack of known
binding specificity which can denature the protein and result in a loss in activity.
Under such conditions, investigating the adsorption mechanism of proteins to hy-
drophobic surfaces is difficult with traditional molecular dynamics simulations. In
this work, we propose a screening model using geometric transformations, k-means
clustering, and MD simulations to investigate the clustered orientations. In order to
validate this model and predict the surface density of Concanavalin A adsorbed to
graphene, we will attempt to reproduce the empirical QCMB mass of 671±21ng/cm2
in the work of Alva et. al. The first phase of the model involves a series of geometric
transformations combined with CHARMM potential energy calculations to sample
the potential energy surface under the Generalized Born Implicit Solvent. Protein
topology and potential energy information from the geometric transformations was
input into a k-means clustering algorithm to identify a set of clusters representative
of the conformational space. Molecular dynamics simulations conducted from the
representative k-means cluster set displayed varying degrees of surface density with
one conformer, nearest the cluster centroid, consistent with an empirical adsorbed
surface density of 676.915 ± 8.250 ng/cm2. The profile of adsorption for the low en-
i
ergy conformers would suggest a mechanism of adsorption that leverages hydrophobic
carbohydrate binding residues within the protein to stabilize adsorption to graphene.
Results suggest the conformational screening method can provide insight into the
mechanisms of adsorption for an unfunctionalized surface and target protein.
In a related study we aim to use this sampling method to model the adsorption
of the human insulin dimer and monomer to graphene. Using the surface area of the
protein near graphene and CHARMM potential energy of each orientation k-means
clustering was used to determine the similarity of different orientations. Cluster-
ing of the insulin dimer indicates that 6 orientations are minimally representative
of the overall conformational space. Using the orientation nearest the cluster cen-
troid, as an average representation of that cluster, molecular dynamics were run on
the cluster set. Once complete, the initial set of MD simulations were re-sampled
by following geometric trends in the relative binding energies. The results of this
re-sampling show one conformation 111:306 with the lowest relative binding energy
of -75.96 ± 16.82kcal/mol and a surface density of 351.05 ± 5.77ng/cm2. Topology of
the binding site shows association with aromatic and hydrophobic residues TYR14,
PHE73, and ILE10 which are expected to stabilize the adsorption of this conforma-
tion. Results from the insulin monomer indicate four orientations are representative
of the attribute space one of which (39:188) displays the lowest relative binding en-
ergy of -61.700±7.893 kcal/mol. This conformer displayed an affinity toward the
classical binding surface for the insulin receptor and a predicted surface density of
18.955±0.256 ng/cm2.
Monolayer graphene, aside from its hydrophobicity and adsorption effects, has
unique physical properties which make it a good candidate for a membrane material.
ii
Despite its one atom thickness, graphene has a high mechanical rigidity with a Young’s
Modulus of 1.13 TPa.1,2 Using electron beams or highly charged ions, one can create
graphene membranes with varying sizes and pore functional groups.3 In this work
we investigate the application of graphite as pressure gated membranes generated
via low angle ion impacts. We hypothesize that, with the correct structure, these
shutter type membranes can act as filters, opening under high pressure gradients
and closing via the self-retraction mechanism of graphite.4 Initial results indicate
the mechanical properties of graphene are modeled to an empirical accuracy within
the CHARMM potential. However, the Lennard-Jones potential fails to accurately
represent the intra-layer potential of graphite.5 Additional membrane structures will
need to be investigated to prevent native opening of the graphite pore. One proposed
membrane structure would include pores in the graphite membrane less than 0.5nm in
diameter to prevent water transport while providing an energetic penalty for opening
the shutter pore. Based on current results further work should be conducted with
the Kolmogorov potential and pore properties investigated via Density Functional
Theory.5
iii
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Graphene is a unique material with novel physical properties and unique in-
teractions with proteins and other biological molecules. Comprised of a single layer of
sp2 hybridized carbons, graphene is very rigid with a Young’s modulus of 1.13 TPa.1,2
This rigidity compares well to other hard materials such as diamond with a Young’s
modulus of 1050-1210 GPa and surpasses the hardness of other common industry
materials such as tungsten carbide. Apart from its physical properties graphene has
applications as a semiconductor device and single atom detector as demonstrated by
Schedin et. al.6 The conductivity of graphene is dependent on the charge carrier
concentration and carrier mobility which changes at the single electron level to per-
mit detection of single atoms. In addition, its high surface area combined with low
concentration of charge carriers makes it a sensitive detector.6,7 This high selectiv-
ity makes graphene an ideal target for biosensing applications. Proteins adsorbed to
graphene display a wide range of dissociation depending on their hardness as well
as their unique surface ordering effects. The ”hardness” or ”softness” of a protein
refers to its ability to bind to a given surface i.e. a soft protein such as albumin can
bind to a variety of surfaces.8 In addition to dissociation, proteins can display pat-
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terns in adsorption. Svaldo-Lanero et. al. have demonstrated order row structures
forming when lysozyme is adsorbed to highly ordered pyrolytic graphite using atomic
force microscopy.9 Separate from AFM methods, quartz crystal microbalance studies
have provided valuable information regarding the surface interactions of proteins with
graphene.
Quartz Crystal Microbalances (QCMB) are at their core a gravimetric tech-
nique which measures mass density with a sensitivity in the range of ng/cm2.10–13
When first introduced this method was commonly used under vacuum but today is
predominately used to study soft matter at interfaces. The key to this technique is the
quartz crystal resonator that oscillates via the inverse piezo-effect under an applied al-
ternating current.10 When soft matter is adsorbed or otherwise bound to the surface of
a QCMB changes in oscillation can be correlated to a change in mass on the resonator
surface via the Sauerbery Equation ∆f = −Ci∆m.
10 Many applications of gravimet-
ric quartz crystal microbalance studies involve the functionalization of a surface or
a well known binding mechanism for direct attachment of molecules and proteins.
For example, Norberg et. al. functionalized polymer surfaces with azide containing
carbohydrates to successfully bind Concanavalin A a lectin type protein.14 In the
area of small molecules, Kim et. al. immobilized acetylcholinesterase to a monolayer
surface to produce an organophosphate detector with nanomolar limits of detection.15
Counter to the designed surface chemistry mentioned previously are surfaces such as
graphene and carbon nanotubes that display non-specific adsorption with many pro-
teins. With non-specific adsorption some level of denaturation is accompanied with
binding, leading to the questions of how non-specific protein adsorption occurs and
can the adsorption properties of an arbitrary protein be predicted to a standard of
empirical accuracy.
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Concanavalin A (ConA) was first isolated by Summer and Howell in 1936 from
the Jack Bean.16 Unique to this protein was its ability to bind starches and glycopro-
teins.17 Further research on this lectin protein indicated anti-tumor properties as well
as utility in fluorescent microscopy.16 Comprised of 948 residues ConA is structured
as a tetramer with four carbohydrate binding sites. Within each binding site are two
metals Ca2+ and Ni2+, both octahedrally coordinated, that aid in binding carbohy-
drates through a complex hydrogen bond network.18 Considerable research interest
has been given to ConA’s use as a tool for investigating cell responses to external
stimuli. With proper functionalization ConA can act as a florescent probe binding
to glycoproteins on the cell membrane.17 Given this protein’s utility there has been
some interest in understanding how it adsorbs to substrates.
In the work of Alva et. al., ConA was bound to single layer graphene on a
quartz crystal microbalance. In the case of un-functionalized ConA the protien dis-
played a surface density of 671±21 ng/cm2.19 After adsorption ConA displayed a sub-
sequent loss in activity towards α-D-mannopyranosyl ligands indicating some level of
denaturation on the surface. Apart from pure protein adsorption, Alva and coworkers
also used a linker molecule to functionalize the graphene surface. This linker utilized
the common approach of π−π stacking to non-covalently bind graphene to ConA via
Lysine or Arginine residues. ConA adsorption with the linker molecule displayed a
surface density of 583±14 ng/cm2 as well as retained activity towards carbohydrate
residues.19 Although this technique provides some information about soft matter at
surface interfaces, little information is known about the adsorbed structure of ConA
on bare graphene. It is our intention with this body of work to explore the adsorption
of proteins to graphene using molecular dynamics and predict empirical adsorption
3
properties from these simulations.
Counter to the complex event of protein adsorption to graphene is the interac-
tion of water with graphitic surfaces. On contact with graphite, water has a measured
contact angle of 86-84 degrees as measured by Fowkes and Morocos.20,21 This contact
angle can be used to parameterize the Lennard-Jones potential for molecular dynam-
ics studies. In the work of Werder et. al. a constrained graphite surface and box
of SPC/E water was used to determine the effect of the potential parameters on the
droplet contact angle. To determine the contact angle, the density distribution of
water is calculated for a set of molecular trajectories and a density cutoff is applied
to determine the boundary of the droplet. To prevent the addition of large density
fluctuations or noise a height cutoff of 8 angstroms above the surface is applied to
the trajectories. Results indicate the contact angle is highly sensitive to the choice of
parameters for the LJ potential with an ideal selection being εCO = 0.392kJ mol
−1
and σ = 3.19A˚ for the SPC/E model.22
Molecular dynamics simulations of protein adsorption to graphene started with
the work of Raffaini et. al. investigating the adsorption of Albumin Sub domains to
graphite.23–27 The most significant result of this work was the discovery of a linear
trend between the number of residues within 5A˚ to the graphene surface and the rel-
ative binding energy of each protein conformation. In a similar study bovine serum
albumin was adsorbed to a graphite surface using an implicit solvent model.28 As
opposed to the previous MD study, the entirety of the protein was adsorbed to the
surface and not divided into sub-domains. Two geometric protein configurations were
investigated with and without an applied force perpendicular to the graphite surface.
The intention behind an additive force was to simulate artificial adsorption of a pro-
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tein using atomic force microscopy. The initial conformers of the protein were placed
6 angstroms from the surface and viscosity effects were ignored in the solvent model
to speed up the deformation of the protein on the surface. Results indicated a 39.1%
decrease in α-helix content compared to the forced adsorption decrease of 47.85%.28
While implicit solvent models can reproduce qualitative adsorption behavior,
there are significant differences in the properties of these solvent models compared to
an explicit solvent representation. In the work of Sun et. al. the interaction of several
peptides with a hydrophobic CH3-SAM surface was investigated using three different
solvent models.29 The three models included ACE(Analytical Continuum Electrostat-
ics), GBMV(Generalized Born using Molecular Volume) and TIP3P explicit solvent.
Dynamics were studied using the CHARMM potential and the aforementioned sol-
vation models. Five different hydrophobic peptides were studied, each three residues
long, and terminated by glycine: PHE, MET, VAL, TRP, TYR and four charged
peptides ASP, GLU, LYS, and ARG. The potential of mean force (PMF) was calcu-
lated for each of the adsorbed peptides under the three different solvent models. In
the case of a hydrophobic residue the interaction energy was overestimated by the
implicit models and the interaction of charged or polar residues was underestimated.
For example, the minimum of the [GLY-TYR-GLY] peptide PMF was -2.3 kcal/mol
under the TIP3P solvent model and -4.3 kcal/mol under the ACE model.29 This indi-
cates implicit solvent models could predict a different adsorbed protein conformation
and binding energies than an explicit solvent model.
Previous literature has reported generalized trends regarding the adsorption
of proteins to graphene. However, these studies lack a robust exploration of possible
binding sites on the protein and a comparison to empirically reported measurements
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of an adsorption process. Here we propose a method to uniformly scan the confor-
mational space of protein binding orientations with the goal of predicting surface
densities of adsorption. Using two degrees of freedom and k-means clustering, a rep-
resentative set of geometric orientations is identified to start molecular dynamics sim-
ulations. This conformational screening approach provides a systematic sampling of
the potential energy surface with the goal of identifying the global minimum adsorbed
structure which will be consistent with empirical surface densities. It is expected this
set of k conformers will allow for a robust sampling of the potential energy surface to
predict an empirically accurate structure.
1.1 Molecular Dynamics
Molecular dynamics is a novel computational method through which thermo-
dynamic properties of chemical systems can be determined. Atomic scale trajectories
are generated through the numerical solution of Newton’s equation of motion and
the definition of a potential energy function. Kinetic degrees of freedom are sampled
via a thermostat or barostat to accurately represent the desired ensemble. Central to
molecular dynamics is Newton’s equation of motion.30
F = m
d2q
dt2
F = −∇V (Γ)
Through the potential energy function the forces and acceleration between
atoms are calculated to update the dynamics of the system. For protein systems
the CHARMM potential has been used to evaluate many complex questions such as
6
protein folding, drug interactions, and protein adsorption.31
Vbond = kb(b− b0)
2
Vangles = kθ(θ − θ0)
2
VUrey−Bradley = kUB(S − S0)
2
Vdihedrals = kφ(1 + cos (nφ− δ))
Vimpropers = kω(ω = ω0)
2
VNB = ε
min
ij
[(
Rminij
rij
)12
−
(
Rminij
rij
)6]
VColumb =
qiqj
4πε0εrij
The above equations represent all the internal degrees of freedom in a pro-
tein and are used to calculate the potential energy of the system. Covalent bonds
within a protein are approximated via a harmonic potential. This is representative
of the potential energy basin for the bond. Intermolecular interactions between non-
bonded moieties are calculated via the Lennard-Jones potential and Coulombs law.
To generate the molecular trajectories and numerically solve Newton’s equation the
Velocity-Verlet Integrator is employed.
v =v + a(∆t/2)
q =q + v(∆t)
v =v + a(∆t/2)
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1.2 k-means Clustering
Clustering algorithms are used in pattern recognition to determine the sim-
ilarity of points within a dataset. Dimensionality of the data is determined by the
number of attributes and objects. Attributes describe the objects and provide in-
formation to the clustering method to differentiate between points. Although it is
possible to determine the relationship between every point in the data, starting with
nearest neighboring points, referred to as hierarchical clustering, this method does
not reduce the complexity of the dataset or identify neighboring clustered points. A
method that identifies well defined clusters of data is k-means Clustering. In k-means
data points are commonly compared using Euclidean distance. Points that are well
separated will generally not belong to the same cluster whereas neighboring points
will be sorted under the same ki cluster. For example, consider a two dimensional
dataset containing two sets of well separated sets of points.
8
Figure 1.1: Sample clustering with two artificially generated clusters. k-means anal-
ysis run with k=2. Data is Red and centroids are Blue. Top figure is centroid
initialization and bottom figure is final convergence.
With k=2 the two centroids converge to the average position of the clusters
of data. To initialize the clustering method k=N centroids are assigned randomly
within the attribute space. Distances are then calculated between the centroids and
the data points to determine which regions of the data belong to which cluster.
Centroid positions are then updated to reflect the central positions of the new clusters.
Convergence for cluster identification occurs when the positions of the centroids no
longer substantially move. While the above example works well for k=2 we have not
9
indicated explicitly this is the correct number of clusters i.e. we have not specified
a convergence criterion. If this same dataset in figure 1.2 was clustered with k=5
centroids k-means would still converge to average positions within the data.
Figure 1.2: Sample clustering with two artificially generated clusters. k-means anal-
ysis run with k=5. Data is Red and centroids are Blue. Top figure is centroid
initialization and bottom is final convergence.
In the above example the lower cluster is over represented compared to the one
above. This raises an important question of how to detect which number of centroids
best represents the data. Traditionally, the intra-cluster variance, often referred to as
the elbow method, has been used to evaluate the number of clusters most appropriate
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for the data. In this approach the number of k=N centroids is increased until a bend or
elbow appears in the sum of the intra-cluster variances for k = 2...N . This approach,
although convenient, provides no means of a standardized comparison and requires
ambiguous user observation to determine the correct number of centroids. A better
approach is the use of the Gap statistic to evaluate the best number of k centroids
for the data. Under this method the intra-cluster variances are compared to a null
reference distribution to evaluate the Gap function.32
Gapn(k) =E
∗
n(log(Wk)− log(Wk) (1.1)
Gap(k) =[(1/B)
∑
b
log(Wkb)]− log(Wk) (1.2)
The correct number of clusters is identified when the convergence criterion is met for
the smallest k:32
Gap(k) ≥ Gap(k + 1)− sk (1.3)
To determine the correct number of centroids the above equation is evaluated to find
the maximum Gap statistic for the smallest k within a standard deviation of the
random sampling. In this method the null reference distribution is approximated
by sampling B random distributions and calculating the sum of the intra-cluster
variances.
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Figure 1.3: Sample clustering with four artificially generated clusters. Random null
reference distribution is shown in gray, data in red, and centroids in blue. Left is the
intra-cluster variance with a bend at k=4 indicating the optimum number of clusters
for this data. Lower figure is the Gap statistic with a peak at k=4.
In figure 1.3 four clusters of data and their corresponding centroids are shown
as well as the null reference distribution. The bend in the intra-cluster variance would
normally indicate the minimal number of centroids to represent the data however,
this observation is sometimes ambiguous. Considering the Gap statistic results in the
bottom of figure 1.3 the best number of clusters for this dataset is k = 4 indicated
via the maximum at this point.
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Figure 1.4: Sample sub-space clustering in which 2 clusters are subdivided into 6
smaller clusters. Corresponding effects in the gap statistic are shown in the figure
below.
Figure 1.4 illustrates a weakness in the original convergence criterion for the
Gap statistic. Tibshirani et. al. suggested a multiplier for the original convergence
criterion in eqn 1.3.32 Here we propose a guiding criterion to determine the extent of
subspace clustering in a given system. Utilizing the maximum of the nearest neighbor
difference [Gap(k)−Gap(k+1)] can indicate at what k the full definition of the sub-
space has occurred.
13
Chapter 2
Assessing the Adsorption of
Concanavalin A to Graphene via
Conformational Screening
Indicates Affinity to Hydrophobic
Carbohydrate Binding Residues
2.1 Abstract
Utilizing Quartz Crystal Microbalances (QCMB) to study the interaction of
biochemical systems at interfaces is a diverse field with many potential applications.
However, with an unfunctionalized surface, this technique suffers from a lack of known
binding specificity which can denature the protein and result in a loss in activity. Un-
der such conditions, investigating the adsorption mechanism of proteins to hydropho-
bic surfaces is difficult with traditional molecular dynamics simulations. In this work
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we propose a screening model using geometric transformations, k-means clustering,
and MD simulations to investigate the clustered orientations. In order to validate
this model and predict the surface density of Concanavalin A adsorbed to graphene,
we will attempt to reproduce the empirical value of 671±21ng/cm2 in the work of
Alva et. al. The first phase of the model involves a series of geometric transforma-
tions combined with CHARMM potential energy calculations to sample the potential
energy surface under the Generalized Born Implicit Solvent model. Protein topology
and potential energy information from the geometric transformations was input into a
k-means clustering algorithm to identify a set of clusters representative of the confor-
mational space. Molecular dynamics simulations conducted from the representative
k-means cluster set displayed varying degrees of surface density with one conformer,
nearest the cluster centroid, consistent with an empirical adsorbed surface density
of 676.915 ± 8.250 ng/cm2. The profile of adsorption for the low energy conformers
would suggest a mechanism of adsorption that leverages hydrophobic carbohydrate
binding residues within the protein to stabilize adsorption to graphene. Results sug-
gest the conformational screening method can provide insight into the mechanisms of
adsorption for an unfunctionalized surface and target protein.
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Figure 2.1: Representation of the protein graphene coordinate system.
2.2 Introduction
Protein adsorption is a wide ranging phenomenon with many potential
applications such as chromatography and bio-sensing.27,33–36 Quartz crystal microbal-
ances are a novel technique for studying chemical interactions on surfaces. Typically,
these studies involve the functionalization of a surface or a well-known binding mech-
anism for direct attachment of molecules and proteins.19 For example, Norberg et.
al. functionalized a polymer surface with azide containing carbohydrates to success-
fully bind Concanavalin A, a lectin type protein.12 In the area of small molecules,
Kim et. al. immobilized acetylcholinesterase to a monolayer surface to produce an
organophosphate detector with nanomolar limits of detection.14,15
Counter to the designed surface chemistry mentioned previously are surfaces
such as graphene and carbon nanotubes that display non-specific adsorption with
many proteins. With non-specific adsorption, some level of denaturation is accompa-
nied with binding, leading to the questions of how non-specific protein adsorption oc-
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curs and can the surface density of adsorption for a protein be predicted to a standard
of empirical accuracy. In GQCM studies of protein adsorption to unfunctionalized
graphene, the mechanism of adsorption and quantity of protein denaturation remains
an open area of exploration.19,37
Outside of QCMB studies further applications of protein adsorption to graphene
usually utilize the monolayer’s unique properties including fast electron mobility and
irreversible protein adsorption at the graphene surface. Despite these novel properties,
several challenges exist toward creating graphene based biosensors including surface
contamination, geometry of the monolayer, and oxidation state. All these proper-
ties effect a proteins response to graphene. Depending on the method of synthesis,
graphene can contain ripples in the surface structure or other lattice defects that can
affect both the electronic properties of the detector and its reactivity.38 An example
of a defect would be epoxide groups created via ozone chemisorption modifying the
planar structure of the graphene monolayer.39 Defects such as these could change the
adsorption properties of proteins compared to an ideal surface. Current implemen-
tations for graphene biosensors include direct adsorption of enzyme proteins such as
the work of Wu et al., in which glucose oxidase was adsorbed for the detection of
glucose.40,41 The mechanism of detection behind glucose oxidase adsorption is direct
electrochemistry with the graphene electrode and enzyme active site.42 Based on this
work we desired to better understand the protein graphene interface for Concanavalin
A. In this work we opted to use a defect free graphene surface solely focusing on ConA
surface chemistry rather than defects in the ideal case of a well prepared analytical
electrode.
Concanavalin A, a carbohydrate binding protein, was one of the first lectins
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to be isolated and remains a effective ligand in the binding of glycoenzymes. In
the work of Alva et. al., ConA was bound to a single layer graphene quartz crystal
microbalance. This technique illustrates the importance of surface chemistry in an
adsorption event. In the case of bare graphene, ConA adsorption displayed a surface
density of 671±21 ng/cm2.19 Post adsorption, ConA displayed a subsequent loss in
activity towards α-D-mannopyranosyl residues indicating some level of denaturation
on the surface.19In contrast, a functionalized graphene surface using a ligand with a
specific affinity towards graphene and binding to Lysine or Arginine residues showed
a surface density of 583±14 ng/cm2 as well as retained activity towards carbohy-
drate residues.19 Although assays indicated proteins both denatured and adsorbed to
graphene showed inactivity towards carbohydrate ligands, little information is known
about the adsorbed structure of ConA on bare graphene. Details which can be ex-
plored using molecular dynamics simulations.
The computational treatment of atomistic protein adsorption to graphene
started with the work of Raffaini et. al. investigating the adsorption of Albumin Sub
domains to graphite.23–27 As in most molecular dynamics studies of graphene/protein
adsorption, the coordinates of the graphite layer were fixed or constrained throughout
the simulation to reduce the computational effort. Human Albumin Serum is a blood
protein 1170 residues in sequence and a molecular weight of 66 kDa. To simulate
this protein Raffaini and co-workers divided Albumin into sub-domains A (SER5 to
LYS64) and E (TYR401 to THR467). It was expected these subdomains were repre-
sentative of the external and internal structures of the protein. The reason for this
division is practical in some cases due to the large dimensions of the protein which
must be surpassed by the length and width of the graphene to prevent adsorption to
the surface edge.
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In this work, by leveraging the planar geometry of graphene, one can define
a coordinate system as shown in figure 2.1. Over this surface, the protein is rotated
about a vector defined through the protein and about the angular degree of freedom
between the plane and protein vector. During the rotation about each degree of
freedom, information is collected regarding the topology nearest the surface as well
as the potential energy of the graphene/protein system. This information is then
analyzed using k-means clustering to determine which configurations show similar
surface characteristics as defined by an attribute space. Configurations listed in this
work are referenced by ω:β where ω is the angle between the vector ~n and ~p, and β
is the relative angle of rotation about the ~p vector.
From the analysis, a set of representative conformers is further studied using
MD simulations to calculate relative binding energies and surface densities of each
conformer. The MD results indicate one orientation (177:249) has the highest relative
binding energy of -210.124±25.572 kcal/mol and we would expect this conformation
to be representative of an empirical structure. Orientation 177:249 is also consistent
with an empirically adsorbed surface density of 671 ng/cm2. For the above conformer,
13 residues are in contact with the surface occupying an area of 148.408A˚2 with 82
points under the cutoff 3.15A˚.
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2.3 Methods
Protein Geometric Transformations
Surface Topology and Potential Energies
Analyze Conformers via k-means
Run MD on k Conformer set
Relative Binding Energies
Surface Density Prediction
Figure 2.2: General work flow conformational screening method.
2.3.a Parameterizing the CHARMM22 potential
NAMD 2.12 was used throughout the molecular dynamics simulations with
the CHARMM22 potential and TIP3P water model with SHAKE.43,44 Lennard Jones
non-bonding interactions of the graphene monolayer were parameterized to reproduce
the empirical contact angle of 86 degrees, as measured by Fowkes et. al.20 To calcu-
late the inter-facial contact angle the water droplet was divided into vertical ∆z=0.5A˚
slices about the z-axis with the graphene in the x,y-plane.
Within each slice, a density distribution was calculated using concentric cylin-
ders of radius r to r +∆r where ∆r = 1 to give the density as a function of droplet
radius within the slab ∆z. ∆z and ∆r was chosen to divide each droplet into ap-
proximately 40 slabs and to remain under the hydrogen bond distance of water. A
sharp density cutoff of 0.5 g/mL was used to distinguish between the gas and liquid
phases of the droplet to determine the inter-facial contact angle. Points within this
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density range were fit to the equation of a circle using orthogonal distance regression.45
2.3.b Geometric transformations of the protein
Before MD simulations were conducted, the CHARMM22 potential energy
surface was investigated to determine if any preferred protein orientations existed
above the graphene surface. Geometrically an axis was defined through the center of
mass and farthest Cα from this point in the protein. The angle between the plane
and the protein vector is calculated via the equation.
α = arcsin
(
|~n · ~p|
|~n| · |~p|
)
(2.1)
~n is the vector normal to the graphene plane and ~p is the vector in the protein defined
from the center of mass to farthest Cα carbon distance. For a reference β position
the Cα of residue GLY B 224 is rotated to a minimum distance to the origin of the
coordinate system 43.410A˚. Every subsequent rotation about ~p in β is made from this
relative location.
To calculate the energy surface, the protein was rotated in 1o increments, about
the graphene plane and the protein vector described above. After each rotation, the
protein was translated to sit at a 4 angstrom cutoff above the graphene surface. Each
energy calculation was conducted in Generalized Born implicit solvent and using the
CHARMM22 potential energy function. Once generated the potential energy surface
was sampled using k-means to find clusters of similar orientations.
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Figure 2.3: Clustering window for a sample ConA conformer. Highlighted residues in
the window would be included in the clustering algorithm.
2.3.c k-means Clustering
k-means clustering is a method of describing the similarity of objects within
an attribute space of arbitrary dimension using a Euclidean distance.32 In this work,
we define an attribute space that includes the number of contacts per amino acid type
and the potential energy of the geometric orientation. The number of contacts for
each orientation was counted in a window shown in figure 2.3 from the lowest atomic
contact plus a hydrogen bond distance from this cutoff. This data comprises an
attribute space vector 21 dimensions deep for which the similarity of the orientations
are determined. For a given orientation the region of attribute space defined by the
residue type is comprised of a histogram that describes the topology of the protein
in contact with the surface. Each histogram indicates the number of contacts for a
given orientation. The object-attribute matrix describing the conformational space
is then normalized using row wise normalization.46 Where zij is the attribute/object
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to be normalized.
zij =
xij − x¯i
Si
(2.2)
x¯i =
∑t
j=1 xij
t
(2.3)
Si =
[∑t
j=1 xij(xij − x¯i)
2
t− 1
]1/2
(2.4)
The above normalization prevents the resultant histograms, or values of the poten-
tial energy calculations, from biasing the object distances, due to the differences in
attribute magnitude. This also prevents subsequent bias in the positions of the k
centroids in the attribute space. Distances between conformers or objects were calcu-
lated using the Euclidean distance equation. To determine the number of k centroids
or clusters that is representative of the whole conformational space, the elbow method
as well as the Gap statistic are employed. Succinctly, the elbow method involves cal-
culating the sum of the intracluster variances for k number of clusters. Once a large
drop or bend in the intracluster variance is observed, the resultant k centroids is con-
sidered as optimally representative of the object-attribute space and subsequently the
conformational space of the protein over the graphene monolayer. The intracluster
variance was calculated via.32
Dk = 2nk
∑
||xi − µk||
2 (2.5)
Wk =
K∑
k=1
1
2nk
Dk (2.6)
To provide a standardized evaluation of the correct number of k centroids, the Gap
statistic was implemented. Under this method, the intra-cluster variances are com-
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pared to a null reference distribution to evaluate the Gap function.32
Gapn(k) =E
∗
n(log(Wk)− log(Wk) (2.7)
Gap(k) =[(1/B)
∑
b
log(Wkb)]− log(Wk) (2.8)
The correct number of clusters is identified when the convergence criterion is met for
the smallest k:32
Gap(k) ≥ Gap(k + 1)− sk (2.9)
The orientation of the protein that is nearest the centroid of the cluster is used as
the initial structure for the MD simulations. The orientation neighboring the cluster
centroid is used to accurately represent an average of the similar protein configura-
tions within the cluster.
k-means clustering was implemented using the python library scikit-learn.47
For each k case the algorithm was initialized and run 5000 times to find the best local
minimum in the protein data set. Centroid points were initialized using k-means++
to improve accuracy and convergence times.48 Null reference clustering for calculating
the gap statistic was collected for B=10 cases. For each of the 10 samples the reference
data was generated from a random uniform distribution spanning the max and min
of the protein data and k-means was initialized 5000 times for each bi sample to find
the best convergence for this reference data.
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2.3.d Molecular Dynamics Simulations
NAMD 2.12 and the CHARMM22 potential was used to simulate the adsorp-
tion of ConA to graphene. Edges of the graphene were harmonically restrained to
maintain periodicity of the graphene and to allow flexibility of the mono-layer. Each
orientation representative of the cluster centroid was staged at 4A˚ to the surface min-
imized and heated. TIP3P Solvent was equilibrated for 500 ps with restraints applied
to the protein, restraints were removed and the protein was then equilibrated for 500
ps. Production dynamics of protein adsorption were collected for 50 ns for the k=12
case and 75ns for the k=15 centroids. Dynamics of the unbound configurations were
collected by translating the initial orientations to the center of the periodic cell. This
translation prevented adsorption throughout the unbound simulations.
2.3.e Calculation of Surface Density
Adsorption surface area was determined using a floating cutoff 3.15A˚ above
the graphene plane and clustering the points that fall within this cutoff. The conver-
gence criterion for this clustering was based on the intra-cluster distances. When the
N clusters could no longer physically fit a TIP3P water, based on the hydrogen bond
distance, the optimal number of regions is identified. Within each contact region the
area of the convex hull is calculated to determine the surface area of adsorption.49
This clustering prevents areas of the protein separated by solvent from being included
in the surface density calculation.
The surface density for each of the simulations was determined using the pre-
viously mentioned method of surface area calculation and an exponential weighting
of the protein mass above the graphene surface. Exponential weighting was used to
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reproduce the decay behavior of acoustic waves in quartz crystal microbalances.50
Mw =
N∑
i=1
mie
−di/ω (2.10)
Ps =
(Mw)(10
9)N−1A
A(10−16)
(2.11)
Where ω is the film thickness. Mw is the exponentially weighted molecular mass
of the protein over graphene and A is the area of adsorption. The film thickness
was determined by taking the difference in root mean square fluctuation of a protein
bound to the graphene and the unbound state. The protein was divided into layers
of height l+∆l where ∆l = 0.5A˚ and l is the distance from the graphene monolayer.
Within each layer the ∆RMSF of every atom was averaged to determine the protein
rigidity at increasing distance from the monolayer.
2.4 Results and Discussion
To study protein adsorption, the CHARMM22 potential had to be parameter-
ized for graphene monolayer carbon atoms. This was accomplished by calculating the
water graphene contact angle and varying the εc parameter for the graphene carbon
atom type to fit for the empirical contact angle of 86 degrees. The water graphitic
contact angle is significant to the parameterization since it exclusively involves non-
bonding or van der Waals interactions that can be modeled with the Lennard-Jones
potential. This fitted parameter can then be used to model protein adsorption with
the CHARMM potential. The contact angle was calculated using a line tangent to the
circle of best fit passing through the graphene monolayer. After fitting the equation
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of a circle, the contact angle was determined by the equations:
t = arcsin(−yc/r) (2.12)
m = −
cos(t)
sin(t)
(2.13)
(2.14)
θ(m) =


180− arctan(m) m > 0
arctan(|m|) m < 0


Where yc is the y-coordinate of the center of the circle of best fit, m is the slope of
the tangent line, and θ is the contact angle formed between the tangent line and the
x-axis or graphene surface.
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Figure 2.4: Determining the Lennard-Jones parameter for graphene carbon that most
accurately represents the water graphite contact angle. Plot of contact angles and εc
values in Werder et. al and the current work. The parameter εc = −0.10(kcal/mol)
best represents the empirical contact angle of 86 degrees for the TIP3P water model.
Contact angle values and Lennard-Jones parameters are reported in figure
2.4 for each simulation. The parameter εc = −0.10(kcal/mol) best represents the
empirical contact angle of 86 degrees for the TIP3P water model. Comparing the
Lennard Jones parameters and resultant contact angles from the SPC/E model in
Werder et. al., a distinction can be made. The optimal parameter for the SPC/E
model with a droplet size of Nw = 2000 water molecules is εc = 0.07 (kcal/mol).
22 In
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addition the contact angles calculated using the SPC/E water model used in Werder
et. al. appear to be more sensitive to perturbations in the εc parameter than the
TIP3P model. We attribute this affect to the difference in parameters between the
two models.22 The TIP3P model implements a εH = −0.046(kcal/mol) parameter
that is lower in energy than the SPC/E model εH = −0.000001(kcal/mol).
? Taking
the difference in LJ parameters together with the difference in the Coulombic term,
∆q = 0.01143 accounts for the difference in εc at an empirical contact angle of 86
degrees ∆V = −0.034(kcal/mol).? The differences in parameters results in an in-
creased sensitivity to the εc parameter compared to the TIP3P model by making the
TIP3P droplet more tightly bound when interacting with the surface.
With the optimal LJ parameter for graphene carbons the conformational
screening method can be implemented. Starting with geometric transformations of
the protein, the potential energy of each orientation is calculated and surface topology
information clustered via k-means.
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Figure 2.5: Sorting the ConA protein conformations using K-means clustering. Each
cluster centroid is considered a unique configuration to start MD simulations. Bend
at k=4 centroids indicates the minimum number of orientations needed to represent
the conformational space. Additional sampling is possible at k=12 and k=15 due to
sub-clustering of the attribute space.
With the correct εc parameter, graphene carbon adsorption can now be mod-
eled for any protein within the CHARMM potential. Before MD simulations are
conducted, due to the size of the conformational space, it is necessary to reduce com-
plexity using k-means clustering. To determine the number of relevant k clusters
for the given attribute space, the elbow method and gap statistic were employed the
results of which can be seen in figure 2.5. The gap statistic was used to determine the
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number of clusters representative of the attribute space without requiring an arbitrary
observation in the elbow method. A rigorous interpretation of the gap statistic would
indicate k=4 clusters is representative of the attribute space. Additional sampling is
possible considering the peak in the Gap statistic at k=12 under which conditions
the previous four clusters are each subdivided into three sub-clusters. Subdividing
a cluster does not explicitly inhibit the exploration of the conformational space in
this method rather, it only provides additional initial configurations to start MD sim-
ulations and increases sampling within a cluster. Aside from the gap statistic the
elbow in the intracluster variance at k=15 would normally indicate convergence to
the ideal number of clusters for the data set. This kth difference between the conver-
gence criterion of the elbow method and the gap statistic could indicate a weakness
in the rigidity of the convergence criterion in eqn 2.9. We consider k=15 to be the
most statistically significant number of clusters due to both the difference in the Gap
statistic at k=15 and k=16 as well as the pronounced bend in the variance at k=15.
It is expected that this is the most descriptive sub-clustered configuration for the
attribute space. In this work we investigate k=12 as a sub-clustering of k=4 and
k=15 as the most descriptive sub-clustered state for the attribute space based on the
maximum of [Gap(k)−Gap(k + 1)].
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Figure 2.6: CHARMM Potential Energy surface (left) and clustering of the confor-
mational space. (right)
After determining the number of clusters, it is necessary to find which of the
geometric orientations are closest to the k=12 or k=15 centroids to have a physically
accurate representation of the cluster and protein properties. This was achieved via a
iterative minimization of the sum centroid to conformer distance within the attribute
space. The partitioning of the attribute space is shown in figure 2.6 indicating some
partitioning along different potential energy regions. Division of energetically similar
areas is attributed to the surface topology attributes.
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Figure 2.7: Calculated Surface density of adsorption for the eleven protein conformers
nearest the cluster centroids. Conformer 177:249 is the most consistent with an
empirical surface density at 676.915 ± 8.250 ng/cm2. Empirical result is 671 ± 21
ng/cm2.
The surface densities of each conformer are shown in figure 2.7 and the binding
energies are reported in figure 2.8. The conformer with the lowest binding energy,
177:249 at −210.124±25.572 kcal/mol, was most representative of a empirically accu-
rate surface density of 676.915± 8.250 ng/cm2. Averages of the simulation potential
energies were taken using the blocking method described by Flyvbjerg et. al. for the
last 1.25ns of the simulation with a 100ps blocking window.? This method allows for
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accurate error estimates to be made with correlated data from molecular dynamics
simulations.
Figure 2.8: Relative Binding energies of the protein conformations from k-means clus-
tering. Energies and error estimates were calculated using blocking method described
by Flyvbjerg et. al. for the last 1.25ns of the simulation with a 100ps blocking win-
dow. Conformer 177:249 at −210.124 ± 25.572 kcal/mol displays the lowest binding
energy.
For each of the configurations, a large degree of denaturation is present to the
extent of chains of the protein becoming a thin surface film. The creation of the film
is attributed to the need to maximize the number of residues in contact with the
surface. The difference in the root mean squared fluctuation (RMSF) between the
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conformer 177:249 and unbound configurations is shown in figure 2.9. This shows
a rigidity of the protein structure near the graphene surface forming an amino acid
film. In the current work, we consider the end of this perturbation at ω =12.5±0.7A˚
representative of the film thickness for a protein deposited on a QCMB. This increase
in rigidity or decrease in ∆RMSF can be attributed to the protein binding to the
large immobile graphene surface. It is expected that other bound proteins would
display a similar loss in conformational flexibility bound to graphene. The increase in
∆RMSF at ∼30A˚ can be attributed to a loss of internal hydrophobic contacts within
the protein and partial denaturation.
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Figure 2.9: Identifying the protein film thickness ω for the adsorbed mass of ConA.
The difference in the layer averaged RMSF between the bound conformation 177.249
and the unbound state. The decrease in conformational flexibility near the graphene
monolayer indicates a film thickness of ω=12.5±0.7A˚.
For the lowest energy conformer, 13 residues are in contact with the surface
occupying an area of 148.408 A˚2 with 82 points under the cutoff 3.15A˚. The topology
of the contact surface with N residues includes: 3 SER, 3 ASP, 1 GLY, 1 LEU, 1 LYS,
1 THR, 1 TYR. As seen in the work of Derewenda et. al., Carbohydrate binding on
ConA relies on an intricate network of hydrogen bonds between residues, waters, and
the ligand.? In regards to protein activity the location of adsorption is very near
the site of binding for methyl α-D mannopyroside ligands. To bind carbohydrates
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to ConA ARG228, ASN14, LEU99, and TYR100 act as hydrogen bond acceptors.?
When bound, the center of the carbohydrate is 12.5A˚ from the transition metal and
8.2A˚ from the calcium ion. Metals within the binding site are octahedrally coordi-
nated and are functionally required to bind the saccharides loosing affinity at low
pH. Upon binding the dimers rotate towards each other by 3o and expand by 0.9
angstroms.? For conformer 177:249 two residues, LEU99 and TYR100 are in contact
with the graphene surface preventing carbohydrate binding with this monomer. This
is consistent with the empirical assays of Alva et. al. in which ConA adsorbed to
graphene showed no activity towards carbohydrate residues.
In addition to binding saccharides, Concanavalin A has a binding site for non-
polar ligands such as phenyl phosphate, o-iodianiline, and o-iodobenzoic acid.51 The
binding site is located within the hydrophobic chains of 2β sheets containing residues
TYR54, LEU82-86, VAL92-180, ILE182-215, TRP112, and PHE192. Central to the
binding mechanism is PHE192 which π stacks with the benzene rings of the ligands.
Complexes with o-iodobenzoic acid and phenyl phosphate at 100 mM concentration
indicate some inhibition of carbohydrate binding.51 Results in figure 2.10 and 2.11
do not indicate graphene adsorption is occurring at this site as no residues within
the hydrophobic binding site are close to the surface. The loss of activity when
binding small hydrophobic ligands could suggest the weak binding with carbohydrates
is lost when small structural changes occur in the protein. This loss in activity could
be extended to graphene adsorption under which large conformational changes are
present.
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Figure 2.10: Structure of conformer 177:249 bound to graphene.
The adsorbed structure of ConA on graphene in configuration 177:249 is shown
in figure 2.10 along with residues central to carbohydrate binding, . Within the ad-
sorption site, LEU99 and TYR100 are the first residues to make contact with the
graphene monolayer. All of the conformers indicating binding affinity with graphene
are adsorbed near the carbohydrate binding site. No conformers show an affinity
towards the non-polar binding site between the two beta sheets of the protein. It is
expected that the interaction of conformer 177:249 is stabilized by contact of these
two hydrophobic residues within the saccharide binding site.
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Figure 2.11: Reciprocal distance of each atom in the protein sequence to the graphene
layer. Conformers with the lowest binding energy are shown.
The binding profile between the four conformers with the lowest binding energy
are shown in figure 2.11. Residues both nearest the graphene surface and involved in
carbohydrate binding are TYR100 and LEU99 on chains B and D respectively. Across
the low energy conformers there are similar regions of graphene contact on residues
15-16, 99-100, and ASP203 between chains B and D. The contact profiles and the
involvement of residues in the carbohydrate binding pocket would suggest a mech-
anism that minimizes deformations in the protein structure while utilizing residues
consistent with the proteins function. The bound structure of conformer 177:249 has
an average RMSD of 5.05 A˚ relative to the unbound state and a 47% decrease in the
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RMSF of the protein between states. The reduction in conformational flexibility of
the protein would suggest a loss in activity, by restricting the rotation and expansion
of the dimers, consistent with empirical results. Aside from protein dissociation or
rigidity, the assembly of a protein film on the graphene surface could result in the
obstruction of carbohydrate binding sites however, this requires further investigation.
For the adsorption of ConA to graphene, 65,180 possible protein configurations
were reduced to 12 and 15 initial geometric orientations using k-means clustering.
Molecular dynamics simulations of these conformers nearest the cluster centroids re-
vealed one conformer, from the k=12 set, consistent with an empirical surface density
of 676.915 ± 8.250 ng/cm2 and the lowest relative binding energy of the conformer
set.19 The Boltzmann weighted average for the low energy conformations is also the
same as conformer 177:249 surface density due to its low energy. Regardless of this
conformers fit to the experimental data it shows the greatest binding energy indi-
cating its close proximity to the global minimum for the adsorption potential energy
surface. Intracluster re-sampling could locate similar orientations to start molecular
dynamics simulations and escape a local minima near this potential global minimum
conformation. It is also possible that more simulation time be used to completely
converge the surrounding states.
Although this method of conformational screening is effective in locating a
potential global minimum conformation of ConA adsorbed to graphene, care must
be taken when finding the correct number of clusters to start molecular dynamics
simulations. Results indicate that the present attribute space is the most effective at
selecting the conformers most representative of the conformational space, although
this requires further validation. Determining the correct number of centroids is impor-
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tant for the validity of this technique. If the number of centroids is inconsistent with
the number of clusters in the hyper-dimensional attribute space, the cluster centroids
will not correctly sample the conformational space. Under a less than optimum choice
of k, centroids could be placed between two clusters rather than in the cluster centers,
making the sampling far removed from the attribute space. It is recommended that
the Gap Statistic be used with k-means++ to remove any ambiguity in the choice of
k for the attribute space.32 In addition [Gap(k)-Gap(k+1)] can be used as a guide to
indicate at which k value sub-space clustering ends for a given attribute space.
Aside from the technical implementation of this method care must be taken
when selecting proteins for screening. Globular proteins, with a well defined 3D
structure, are readily adaptable for use in this approach as a coordinate system can
be defined through the protein structure. If a coordinate system can be defined
further difficulty may arise if the protein surface has a uniform residue topology
preventing resolution between different orientations on the potential energy surface
and residue histogram vectors. A situation such as this could be resolved by fine
tuning the inclusive histogram cutoff window. Systems that are not suited to this
method are intrinsically disordered proteins in which the flexibility of the protein
prohibits the robust definition of a coordinate system due disordered atoms missing in
X-ray data.52 Conformational changes associated with ligand binding in the induced
fit model bring additional challenges to this model. Due to static transformations
of the protein, the potential energy surface would not be reflective of the ensemble
of dynamically fluctuating states and thus not capture conformational changes of an
induced fit binding event.53 Careful considerations should be given to the type of
protein when applying our conformational screening method.
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2.5 Conclusion
In this work, we have proposed and validated a method of screening the pos-
sible binding orientations of a protein over a hydrophobic surface. Starting with the
parameterization of the CHARMM22 potential for graphene carbon atoms, we were
able to reproduce an empirical contact angle of 86 degrees. Using this parameter
we can accurately model the dynamics of proteins adsorbing to graphene. Defining
an attribute space with the number of contacts for each amino acid type and the
CHARMM22 potential energy of each orientation we clustered the conformational
space. k-means clustering indicates 4 centroids are minimally representative of the
conformational space defined by two degrees of freedom. Considering 12 and 15 cen-
troids as sub-clusters of the 4 main groups of data we use these locations as a starting
point for molecular dynamics simulations. With this approach we were able to repro-
duce the empirical surface density of ConA adsorbed to graphene. Before the surface
densities could be predicted the film thickness of the lowest energy protein confor-
mation need to be calculated. Results from the difference in RMSF for the bound
conformation 177:249 and the unbound state show an decrease in conformational
flexibility to a distance of 12.5±0.7A˚ to the graphene surface. Also indicated in this
result is a loss of internal structure in the center of the protein which is empirically
consistent with a loss in activity toward carbohydrate residues.
Protein topology near the graphene surface for the four lowest energy con-
formations indicate some common residues involved in adsorption and carbohydrate
binding. For conformer 177:249 TYR100 and LEU99 remain adsorbed providing sta-
bility in adsorption through hydrophobic contacts with the surface and a link to the
proteins function. It is this commonality to the carbohydrate binding site which
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leads us to link the proteins natural function and the mechanism of protein adsorp-
tion. Thus, protein adsorption in this case, can be thought of not as a generalized
denaturation but association near residues key to the protein’s biological function.
This trend could extend to other large protein systems with binding sites exposed
on the surface. Overall the conformational screening method provides a means of
investigating the adsorption mechanism of proteins to a wide variety of surfaces.
Future work for this method would include the development of a hydrophobic
probe model. In this approach the protein would be simulated in explicit water un-
der an appropriate ensemble. Once the protein structure is equilibrated an aromatic
molecule would sample the surface and internal binding pockets of the protein. Sam-
pling with the hydrophobic probe would be conducted by perturbing the aromatic
molecule across a spherical surface surrounding the protein. These perturbations on
the probe would act to move the molecule over the surface till the entire volume of
the protein had been sampled. Additional sampling could be conducted with larger
aromatic probes approaching the limit of a graphene sheet. It is expected that this
method would better approximate the dynamics and potential energy surface of an
adsorption event over the whole protein surface including binding pockets rather than
solely the surface facing residues. An alternative method would involve perturbing
the probe over the sequence of Cα carbons for solvent facing residues in the protein
sequence. Finally, an extension of the current method would be applying confor-
mational screening to an ensemble of states representative of the dynamic protein
structure. This would make the current model applicable to proteins that bind via
the induced fit model and undergo large structural changes as a result.
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Chapter 3
Investigating the Adsorption of
Human Insulin to Graphene
Utilizing k-Means Clustering and
Geometric re-sampling Reveals
Affinity for the Receptor Binding
Surface.
3.1 Abstract
A well known problem in simulating biochemical systems is trapping in meta
stable states at local minima on the potential energy surface. Once caught in these
regions of phase space it is usually difficult to escape unless thermal or potential biases
are applied to the system.54 Common methods of improving sampling or calculating
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a free binding energy include: Simulated annealing, Umbrella Sampling, Weighted
Histogram analysis method, Targeted Accelerated MD and Replica exchange.55 In
this work we propose a schema of spatial sampling intended to reduce the size of
the conformational space to a manageable number of geometric orientations that can
be studied using MD simulations. With this sampling method we aim to model the
adsorption of the human insulin dimer and monomer to graphene. k-means clustering
of the insulin dimer indicates that 6 orientations are minimally representative of the
overall conformational space. Using the orientation nearest the cluster centroid, as
an average representation of that cluster, molecular dynamics were run on the cluster
set. Once complete the initial set of MD simulations were re-sampled by following
geometric trends in the relative binding energies. The results of the this re-sampling
show one conformation 111:306 with the lowest relative binding energy of -75.961 ±
16.82 kcal/mol and a surface density of 351.05± 5.77 ng/cm2. Topology of the binding
site shows association with aromatic and hydrophobic residues TYR14, PHE73, and
ILE10 which are expected to stabilize the adsorption of this conformation. Results
from the insulin monomer indicate four orientations are representative of the attribute
space one of which (39:188) displays the highest binding energy and affinity toward
the classical binding surface for the insulin receptor.
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3.2 Introduction
Figure 3.1: General concept of Boltzmann Re-sampling. Use geometric orientations
around the conformer with the lowest relative binding energy to run additional MD
simulations. First MD sampling is from the kth clustering that satisfies the Gap
statistic convergence criterion. Moves down the potential energy surface towards a
global minimum.
Enhancing the sampling of biochemical systems is an active area of research
with two general approaches thermal tempering or potential biasing.56,57 Umbrella
sampling is one such method of potential biasing which improves sampling of phase
space along a reaction coordinate. The effect of this potential bias is to link regions
of a potential energy surface separated by local minima and calculate a binding free
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energy via the partition function.57 Aside from potential biasing, a technique that
leverages temperature perturbations is Simulated annealing. In this method the tem-
perature of the system is elevated to cross barriers on the potential energy surface
and cooled on a schedule.56 Separate from the above techniques, we propose a min-
imalist spatial sampling technique aimed at reducing the conformational space via
clustering and molecular dynamics simulation. After the clustering and sampling of
orientations by MD, additional orientations can be selected for re-sampling based on
the relative binding energies of the conformer set. The concept of this re-sampling is
shown in figure 3.1 where the initial clustering/simulation finds an initial minima and
each Ri sampled point could locate neighboring minima. This technique is tailored
towards protein adsorption on surfaces such as graphene but could be extended to
other protein ligand systems.
Structurally, graphene is a one atom thick layer of sp2 hybridized carbons,
with unique electronic and physical properties. It has applications as a semiconduc-
tor device and single molecule detector as demonstrated by Schedin et. al.6 The
conductivity of graphene is dependent on the charge carrier concentration and carrier
mobility which changes at the single electron level, while maintaining a high signal
to noise ratio in the limit of no charge carriers. This enables the detection of single
molecules at room temperature such as ammonia, carbon monoxide, and nitrogen
dioxide in the concentration range of 1 ppb.6 In addition, its high surface area com-
bined with low concentration of charge carriers makes it a sensitive detector. This
high selectivity makes graphene an ideal target for biosensing applications. To de-
velop this application it is important to first understand how molecules bind to the
surface of graphene.
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A distinction must be made between two types of adsorption to graphene
chemisorption and physisorption.25 Chemisorption refers to a change in the hybridiza-
tion structure of graphene in which sp2 bonds are broken and the graphene plane is
distorted to accommodate the chemical bond of a ligand. Physisorption preserves the
planar sp2 structure of graphene while maintaining a longer weaker bond of 10-100
meV compared to chemisorption bond energies of 0.5eV.34,58 The difference in energy
here is key, in regards to implants, if a protein or compound in the blood was able to
readily change the hybridization of the graphene monolayer and chemically bind to
the surface this would lead to degradation of the implant or sensor.6 Thus, without
physisorption molecules would not be readily removed from the surface and detectors
such as the gas detector created by Schedin and coworkers could not be cycled to de-
tect other species. Furthermore, in the case of heart valve implants stronger binding
could create a clotting response since proteins would no longer be removed from the
surface by regular blood flow.
Human insulin represents a biologically active target for the purpose of biosens-
ing as its structure and function is preserved across many species for the purpose of
metabolism and glucose homeostasis.59 At 51 amino acids long this protein contains
two chains linked by a disulfide bonds at sites A/B 7 and A/B 20.60 In the body
insulin is excreted from the pancreas into the hepatic portal vein.61 This vein runs
directly into the liver where insulin is responsible for hepatic glucose output.62 Con-
ditions such as hyperinsulinemia in which concentrations of insulin are higher than
those of glucose circulating in the blood stream can be a prefactor for type 2 dia-
betes.59 Combined with an understanding of how insulin binds to graphene surfaces
development of biosensors to measure protein concentration could be possible in which
conductivity, surface density and adsorption cycle time are known for a library of pro-
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teins. In a related study it has be demonstrated that functionalized graphene pores
can serve as detectors for DNA strands by taking advantage of graphene’s electrical
strain response.63 In the computational work of Liang et. al. the adsorption of the
insulin monomer to graphene was investigated. Their results, in addition to our work,
indicates an affinity for the insulin dimer and receptor binding interface. The lowest
reported binding energy in Liang et. al. is -237.98 kcal/mol.59,64
Human insulin exists as a monomer in its active form and in solution under the
right conditions. Absent these proper conditions the monomer will oligomerize into
a dimer. Biocian et. al. have determined the monomer is stable in 65/35 H2O ace-
tonitrile solution via protein NMR.62 From this study long range nuclear overhauser
effects as well as a marginal change in diffusion coefficient from a concentration range
of 0.1-4mM indicates that the protein exists as a monomer and the tertiary struc-
ture remains stable in solution. The NOE peaks where fitting to the insulin protein
structure and the RMSD of the protein backbone atoms compared to the mean of
50 low energy structures was calculated, 2.529A˚.62 To confirm that insulin exists as
a monomer in simulation average RMSD was calculated for insulin in TIP3P water
at 298K. The RMSD in solution 2.128±0.161A˚ which compares well to experiment.
Given this value we can be certain Insulin is stable as a monomer in simulation with
TIP3P solvent.
In addition to biosensing graphene has potential applications for drug delivery
due to its high surface area and chemical stability. Despite the promising application
graphene poses to the field of drug delivery little is known about biocompatibility
of these substrates. In the area of biocompatibility, the work of Hondroulis et al.
suggests little or no toxicity towards cells in the blood brain barrier, however a com-
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plete picture remains elusive.65 A common method of delivering drug compounds is
to utilize π− π stacking of linker moieties. For example, in the work of Deptan et al.
graphene oxide was decorated with doxorubicin by π−π stacking.65 It is mechanisms
such as these that further motivates this work. Utilizing conformational screening
we expect to identify regions of the protein that natively adsorbed to graphene. For
applications of drug delivery this could indicate regions of the protein that require
protection from the hydrophobic surface for successful drug delivery.
3.3 Methods
Potential Energy Surface
k-means Results
Relative Binding Energies
Boltzmann re-Sampling
Surface Density Prediction
Binding Topology
3.3.a Define attribute space
The CHARMM22 potential energy surface and protein surface area near graphene
were calculated as attributes for k-means clustering. As in the previous work described
in chapter 2 an axis was defined through the center of mass and farthest Cα atomic
distance from this point. This axis defined the coordinate system about which the
protein was rotated. To approximate the potential energy surface the protein was
rotated, in 1o increments, about the graphene plane and the protein vector described
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above. After each rotation, the protein was translated to sit at a 4 angstrom cutoff
above the graphene surface. This cutoff was set to 4 A˚ as a compromise between
the detail in the potential energy surface and a potential energy limit for starting
MD simulations. If the cutoff was to low every conformation of the protein would
move away from the graphene surface rather than sample phase space near the initial
orientation position. Each energy calculation for the potential energy surface was
conducted in Generalized Born Implicit Solvent and used the CHARMM22 potential
energy function.
3.3.b Protein Orientation Surface Area
Figure 3.2: Convex hull of human insulin orientation 90.68 with a surface area of
26.845 A˚2.
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In addition to the potential energy of each orientation, the surface area was
evaluated by determining the convex hull of the protein atoms near the graphene
surface. Atoms included in the convex hull were within a hydrogen bond distance of
3.15A˚ of the proteins reference position at 4A˚ above the graphene surface. The con-
vex hull and surface area of each orientation was calculated using the Python SciPy
Spatial library.49
3.3.c K-means Clustering
After geometrically sampling the conformational space with a 1 degree reso-
lution 65,180 orientations of the protein are available to start MD simulations. As in
previous work, for a reference β position the Cα of residue THR B 27 is rotated to a
minimum distance to the origin of the coordinate system 63.343A˚. Every subsequent
rotation about β is made from this relative location. Due to the computationally in-
tractable problem of starting this many MD simulations k-means was used to group
the orientations into clusters and simulate a representative set of the conformational
space.32 Due to the smaller size of the protein and inherent low information density
of the attribute space used in the previous work we define an attribute space com-
prised of the orientation surface area and the potential energy. The attribute space
is normalized using row wise normalization.46 As demonstrated in the previous work
in chapter 2 the gap statistic was used to provide a standardized evaluation of the
correct number of k centroids. Under this method, the intra-cluster variances are
compared to a stochastic reference distribution to evaluate the Gap function.32 The
correct number of clusters is identified when the convergence criterion is met for the
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smallest k:32
Gap(k) ≥ Gap(k + 1)− sk (3.1)
Here we omit any sub-clustering with our choice of the above convergence criterion to
minimally represent the attribute space. The orientation nearest the cluster centroid
is used to accurately represent an average of the similar protein configurations within
the cluster.
3.3.d Molecular Dynamics Simulations
NAMD 2.10 and the CHARMM22 potential was used to simulate the ad-
sorption of Human insulin to graphene.43 Edges of the graphene were harmonically
restrained to maintain periodicity of the system and to allow flexibility of the mono-
layer. Each orientation representative of the cluster centroid was staged at 4 A˚ to
the surface minimized and heated. TIP3P Solvent was equilibrated for 500 ps with
restraints applied to the protein, restraints were removed and the protein was then
equilibrated for 500 ps. Production dynamics of protein adsorption were collected for
100 ns. Dynamics of the unbound configurations were collected by translating the
initial orientations to the center of the periodic cell. With the published diffusion
coefficient of 1.53e-10 m2/s this translation could prevent adsorption throughout the
unbound simulations of 20 ns as the protein could have only moved a maximum 1.7nm
in any direction out of the 2nm separating the protein from the surface.
3.3.e Calculation of Surface Density
The surface density for each of the simulations was determined using the pre-
viously mentioned method of surface area calculation and an exponential weighting
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of the protein mass above the graphene surface. Details of this calculation can be
seen in previous work.49
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.a Insulin Dimer Adsorption
In the body, insulin exists as a hexamer for storage in the pancreas. It is com-
prised of three dimers linked by metal binding sites on HIS B10 (chain B position 10)
and GLU B13.66 The dimer structure is predominately stabilized by nonpolar inter-
action of three residues PHE24, PHE25, and TYR26 which are correctly aligned by
four hydrogen bonds between the two monomers.67 The empirical dissociation energy
of the insulin dimer is -7.2 kcal/mol as measured by Hunter et. al. A MM-PBSA
study by Zoete et. al.68 demonstrated the significance of the nonpolar contacts in
dimer formation by decomposing the total binding free energy. Contributions of these
residues to the total is -3.92, -3.36, -3.40 kcal/mol respectively.68 In this section we
model the adsorption of insulin dimer to graphene using the conformational screen-
ing technique. The results for the lowest energy conformation indicate an affinity of
the graphene surface toward residues that are involved in insulin hexamer and dimer
formation.
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Figure 3.3: CHARMM22 Potential energy surface for the geometric transformations of
human Insulin in GBIS solvent. Green dots are orientations sampled from the k-means
clustering results and black dots are randomly selected and re-sampled orientations
base on the relative binding energy of the K conformer set.
The potential energy surface from the rotation of human insulin over the
graphene surface gives a unique view of the high and low energy orientations of the
protein as shown in figure 3.2. Considering two extreme cases, orientations 100:100
(B) and 20:275 (A) in figure 3.3 illustrate how the surface facing topology is signifi-
cant for protein adsorption to graphene. Orientations are denoted by the degree and
axis of rotation, ω : α degrees of rotation thus 100:100 would indicate ω = 100 and
β = 100. In the first configuration (B) multiple positively charged histidine residues
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are facing the uncharged graphene surface weakening the interaction energy of this
orientation. As the protein rotates about the ~p vector these residues are no longer
exposed to the surface and the potential energy decreases. Low energy states such as
20:275 (A) include non-polar and aromatic surface facing residues Phenylalanine and
Tyrosine. These residues are distributed on the majority of the protein surface which
contributes to the uniformity of the potential surface outside the high energy region.
Figure 3.4: Sorting the Insulin Dimer protein conformations using K-means cluster-
ing. Each cluster centroid is considered a unique configuration to start MD simula-
tions. Bend at k=6 centroids indicates the minimum number of orientations needed
to represent the conformational space.
From the clustering, results the peak in the gap statistic indicates that k=6
orientations of the protein are minimally representative of the attribute space. In this
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work we adhere to a rigorous interpretation of the Gap statistic and elbow method to
intentionally eliminate sub-space clustering.32 The intention behind the omission is
not explicit representation of every significant state in the conformational space rather
a minimalist first sampling via molecular dynamics followed by intuitive re-sampling
based on the relative binding energies. The locations of the six initial sampled points
can be seen in figure 3.3 on the approximate potential energy surface. With minimal
clustering a wide range of energies and orientations is represented with the expec-
tation that each point on this surface represents many similar initial configurations
of the protein. Additional discussion on the complete partitioning of the potential
energy surface is presented in the insulin monomer discussion. Considering the large
relative difference in the gap statistic between k=17 and k=18 this would indicate
a sub-division of the 6 original clusters. Rather than resort to this much sampling
with molecular dynamics simulations we propose a method of ”leap-frogging” to lower
relative energies by careful geometric sampling.
This method of sampling, clustering and re-sampling is a modification of com-
mon grid search methods. Discretizing the conformational space has been widely used
in grid search methods to sample the potential energy surface of various molecular sys-
tems. In this approach the system of interest is moved about a inter or intra-molecular
coordinate system and the potential energy calculated for each configuration. After
the potential energy is determined for the search grid high energy configurations of
the system can be eliminated. This method’s weakness is the effect of conformation
explosion as well as the complexity of phase space for the system. The number of
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conformations is given in the equation below:
conformations =
N∏
i=1
360
θi
(3.2)
Where θi is the rotations degree of freedom. For example, using the grid search
method on a small system such as butane with a few rotational degrees of freedom
would yield a manageable number of conformations where as conducting a systematic
grid search on a complex protein system would be computationally intractable. This
work is motivated by the definition of an approximate conformational space which
can be clustered into a set of representative states. Although this clustering is not
completely descriptive of the system we hypothesize that running classical MD sim-
ulations for each cluster center will describe the set of states within the cluster. This
approximations validity depends on the detail of the attribute space as well as the
number of clusters used. After MD simulations are conducted on the representative
set of cluster centers additional sampling can be done based on the relative binding
energies of the conformer set. This geometric re-sampling is illustrated in figure 3.1
in which we sample around the low energy states to escape local minima or follow
geometric trends in the relative binding energies to locate a state with lower energy
on the potential energy surface. This geometric re-sampling could also be considered
spatial perturbations to the system to overcome energy barriers rather than kinetic
or potential basis.
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Figure 3.5: Relative binding energies of the k=6 conformations from k-means clus-
tering (green) and 9 re-sampled conformations. Energies and error estimates were
calculated using blocking method described by Flyvbjerg et. al. for the last 1.25ns of
the simulation. Conformer 111:306 at −75.961 ± 16.82 kcal/mol displays the lowest
binding energy.
The results of the initial k=6 clustering MD simulations as well as the re-
sampled orientations can be seen in figure 3.5. Three of the six conformations 109:49,
113:104, and 111:19, highlighted in green in figure 3.5, display the lowest binding
energy -40.418±5.32, -51.141±5.205, and -51.320±5.111 kcal/mol respectively. Con-
sidering the reduction in energy between these three orientations, the next logical
orientation to re-sample would be an orientation with a higher β angle along the
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ω = 111 − 109 axis. Orientation 111:306 displays the lowest binding energy of the
re-sampled set and further rotation outside this ω = 111 − 109 range increases the
relative binding energy for orientation 107:175.
Figure 3.6: Calculated surface density of absorption for the clustered and re-sampled
orientations. Predicted surface density from the lowest energy conformer 111:306 is
351.05±5.77 ng/cm2.
Taking conformation 111:306 as a possible global minimum energy conformer
we can investigate the topology of the insulin dimer bound to the surface and esti-
mate empirical properties. The surface area of adsorption and surface density of this
conformer is 277.646 A˚2 and 351.050±5.768 ng/cm2 respectively. On the graphene
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surface 316 atoms are within a hydrogen bond length of the lowest atomic contact
and distributed among 18 residues. Cross referencing the residues associated with
graphene to the proteins biological function one finds PHE Chain B Residue 1 bound
to the surface which supports hexamer formation from the dimer.66 Aside from hex-
amer formation ARG B22 stabilizes dimer by the formation of an anti-parallel beta
sheet.67 It is expected that these residues involved in hexamer and dimer formation
stabilize the proteins adsorption to graphene while minimizing structural perturba-
tions in the dimer.
3.4.b Insulin Monomer
On dissociation, the insulin dimer follows a five step path in which the nonpolar
contacts are broken and the solvation environment of the antiparallel beta sheet
changes to destabilize the intermediates.67 The first three phases in the process is
the increase in the center of mass distance between the two monomer segments.67,68
This increases the distance between the key residues that contribute to the dimers
stability. After this initial separation the distance between two TYR side chains
decreases and the pairs of interacting PHE residues dissociate.67 At this stage the
solvation environment of the hydrophobic region changes significantly enough to cause
monomer separation into the active monomer form of the protein.67 On the insulin
monomer there are several well conserved residues that are recognized as the classical
binding surface.60 Not surprisingly this surface contains residues that functioned as
the binding hydrophobic pocket for dimer and hexamer formation protecting these
key regions in the proteins storage form.69 When the protein is bound to the insulin
receptor it undergoes a conformational change around residues B20-B23 and B24-
B28.70 In the section below we report on the adsorption of the insulin monomer to
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graphene using the conformational screening technique.
Figure 3.7: Sorting the Insulin Monomer protein conformations using K-means clus-
tering. Each cluster centroid is considered a unique configuration to start MD simu-
lations. Bend at k=4 centroids indicates the minimum number of orientations needed
to represent the conformational space.
Clustering of the aforementioned 2D attribute space using a rigorous definition
of the gap statistic indicates k=2 clusters would be minimally representative of the
attribute space. Considering the more pronounced bend in the intracluster variance
and the peak in the gap statistic at k=4 we select this as the minimal representa-
tion of the attribute space. Using the closest orientation to the cluster center as
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a representation of the configurations within that cluster the set is:100:274, 25:199,
38:36, 39:188. These configurations cover a wide gambit of energies and topologies
highlighted in the potential energy surface in figure 3.8. Orientation 100:274 is the
highest energy conformation due to the contact of two histidine on chain B. Config-
urations 38:63, 39:188 and 25:199 are lower in energy due to contact with multiple
hydrophobic residues including PHE B1, ASN B3, ILE A10, PHE B1, and TYR A14.
It is expected that one or more of these configurations would lead to a local minima
which can be geometrically re-sampled to locate a conformation representative of a
empirical structure.
Figure 3.8: CHARMM Potential energy surface of the insulin monomer and partition
of the potential energy surface via k-means clustering.
Considering the different possible k clustering values from the gap statistic
results in figure 3.7 the minimum representation that one could use to represent the
potential energy surface is k=2 or a binary representation of high and low energy
regions. Taking into consideration both the intra-cluster variance as well as the
close proximity of [Gap(k) − Gap(K + 1)] in k=2 and k=4 selecting four centroids
as a representation of the conformational space preserves a majority of the physical
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partitioning of energy regions. In figure 3.8 the potential energy surface as well as
the cluster assignments are shown. Indicated in this figure, k = 4 clustering preserves
the definition of the high energy region as well as describes additional high energy
boundary regions on the potential energy surface. It is expected this description of
the conformational space and potential energy surface would be more accurate than
a binary representation through the inclusion of protein surface area near graphene.
Figure 3.9: k=4 clustering of the two dimensional attribute space showing normalized
contact surface area within 5 A˚ from the surface and normalized potential energy.
In the case of four clusters the above attribute space in figure 3.9 is subdivided
across the high and low potential energy regions. Any additional division of the
attribute space is a result of the surface area presented to graphene before adsorption.
It is our expectation that the inclusion of protein surface area nearest the graphene
monolayer serves as an approximation to the subsequent changes in solvent accessible
surface area after adsorption. It is widely recognized the importance the hydrophobic
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effect and entropic contributions to protein adsorption. As a consequence of this
effect our intention with the inclusion of protein surface area is to approximate the
change in conformational entropy of each protein orientation. In methods such as
MM-PBSA the Gnonpolsolv term is usually estimated via a the solvent accessible surface
area.71,72 Furthermore, additional model development by Wang et. al. suggests that
both solvent accessible surface area and buried SAS can be used to calculate the
conformational entropy of a system.71 Based on this work it is expected that protein
surface area can act as a valuable attribute for describing entropic contributions to
each protein orientation. Additional resolution in the surface area attribute could be
achieved by fine tuning the cutoff distance to the graphene monolayer.
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Figure 3.10: Reciprocal distance histogram of insulin monomer conformations ad-
sorbed to graphene. Conformer 39.188 shows affinity towards the highly conserved
receptor binding region of the monomer.
Molecular dynamics of the initial clustering set indicates one conformation
39:188 displays a low relative binding energy of -61.700±7.893 kcal/mol. Unique to
this conformer is the association of residues B24 through B28 highlighted in figure
3.10. As discussed in the previous section these residues stabilize dimer formation
as well as function as the binding surface for the insulin receptor. Comparing this
conformer to other orientations 25:199 displays a similar adsorption profile to this
low energy state but lacks contact with sequence atoms 600-800. Since conformer
25:199 has a markedly higher relative binding energy of 191.466±8.423 kcal/mol it is
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expected that these bio-active residues stabilize the adsorption of the insulin monomer
to graphene. The difference in the relative binding energies of the dimer and monomer
adsorption in this work is -14.261 kcal/mol which compares well to the MM-PBSA
dimerization energy of -11.9 kcal/mol and is approximately twice (-7.130 kcal/mol)
the empirical dimerization energy of -7.2 kcal/mol.
3.5 Conclusion
In this work we have investigated the adsorption of the insulin dimer and
monomer to graphene using the conformational screening method and geometric re-
sampling. k-means clustering of the 2D surface area and potential energy attribute
space indicates that k=6 orientations are representative of the attribute space for the
insulin dimer . Using the orientation nearest the conformer set as staring coordinate
for MD simulations we found three of the six orientations have low relative binding
energies. Following the trend in relative binding energies and re-sampling about the
β axis we find one conformation within the ω=111-109 range with the lowest binding
energy of the whole conformer set. Orientation 111:306 displayed the lowest relative
binding energy of -75.961±16.82 kcal/mol and surface density of 351.050±5.77 ng/cm2
for the dimer. Residues on the insulin dimer involved in adsorption and relevant to
the proteins function were PHE B1 and ARG B22. Turning to the active form of
insulin, k-means clustering indicates k=2 orientations is minimally representative
of the attribute space using a religious definition of the gap statistic. Taking the
intra-cluster variance and the gap statistic into account we select k=4 as the best
representation of the attribute space. MD results of the clustered set displays one
conformation 39:188 with a high relative binding energy of -61.700±7.893 kcal/mol.
This conformation displays affinity toward the receptor binding surface of the insulin
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monomer which is expected to stabilize this conformation. Predicted surface density
for this monomer orientation is 18.955±0.256 ng/cm2
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Chapter 4
Size selective pressure gated
graphite shutters generated via low
angle ion impacts.
Figure 4.1: Concept of graphite shutter pore geometry. 2nm overlapping pores gen-
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4.1 Abstract
Monolayer graphene has unique physical properties which make it a good can-
didate for a membrane material. In addition to its one atom thickness graphene
has a high mechanical rigidity with a Young’s Modulus of 1.13 Tpa. Using electron
beams or highly charged ion’s one can create graphene membranes with varying sizes
and pore functional groups.3 In this work we investigate the application of pressure
gated graphite pores generated via low angle ion impacts. We hypothesize that these
shutter type membranes can act as filters, opening under high pressure gradients
and closing via the self-retraction mechanism of graphite.4 Initial results indicate the
mechanical properties of graphene are modeled to an empirical accuracy within the
CHARMM potential, however the Lennard-Jones potential fails to accurately repre-
sent the intra-layer potential of graphite. Based on these results further work should
be conducted with the Kolmogorov potential and pore properties investigated via
Density Functional Theory.5
4.2 Introduction
Nuclear fission is widely used to generate electricity however, the treatment
and storage of waste products is an on going problem and area of research. Much
of the nuclear waste generated at Oak Ridge and Savannah River is stored in aque-
ous form in large tanks which can leak over time. The composition of the waste
includes primarily nitrates 109 mg/g and hydroxide 39.3 mg/g. Other metals in the
waste include Pb 1.066 mg/g, Cr 0.044mg/g, Pd 0.003 mg/g, Rh 0.003 mg/g, and Ru
0.003 mg/g.73 In aqueous solution radiation interacts with the component of high-
est concentration which is water itself. This reaction produces a hydroxyl radical
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a very reactive oxidizing agent.73 In order to store nuclear waste for longer periods
the aqueous waste is reduced to a solid and immobilized in borosilicate glass, ceramic
graphite, or Al2O3.
73 For future waste processing as well as nuclear forensics a durable
membrane is required for separation of waste into its components.
As mentioned previously Graphene has unique mechanical properties making
it extremely rigid under harsh conditions. In addition to these properties the one
atom thickness of the layer makes it a unique candidate for use as a membrane. From
the perspective of desalination, the high strength and tune-able pore size makes for a
high throughput membrane capable of processing complex waste samples. Although
the computational creation of different pore geometries is fairly straight forward there
are some difficulties using graphene as a membrane due to defects in the structure.
In the work of Hern et. al. the problem of defects was addressed by sealing damaged
areas of the graphene monolayer via atomic layer deposition of hafnia and interfacial
polymerization of nylon to close large defects.3 Results for the sealed membrane in-
dicate water transport at a membrane size of 0.5nm in diameter and a linear increase
in the water flux with increasing osmotic pressure. These results compare well to the
work of Suk and Aluru who studied the transport of SPC/E water through graphene
membranes of various sizes.74 The membranes also showed a 75% rejection of mag-
nesium sulfate in solution indicating some separation of salt solutions.3
Functionalization of the graphene pore can lead to unique separation proper-
ties. In the work of Azamat et. al. Fluorinated pores were investigated for copper
and mercury separation.75 Density Functional Theory at the B3LYP level of theory
was used to determine the structure of the functionalized graphene. Under an ap-
plied electric field perpendicular to the graphene plane Cu2+ and Hg2+ cations could
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cross the membrane. Ion permeation through the membrane followed a linear trend
with the increasing electric field.75 Due to the high charge of the fluorine groups in
the pore the PMF in this work was much lower for the cations than the chloride
anion.75 In an empirical study by Sun et. al. graphene pores were modified with hy-
droxyl, amino, and carboxyl groups to filter copper and magnesium chloride.76 AAS
results indicate similar transport rates between copper and magnesium with amino
and hydroxyl groups. Ion permeation rates differ drastically between the copper and
magnesium ions with the carboxyl functional groups.76 This difference is attributed
to the strong coordination of copper ions to the carboxyl groups.76 The above studies
demonstrate how different functional groups can effect the transport rate of different
ions.77
Taking a second look at the mechanical properties of graphene motivates this
work. A property that contributes to the super-lubricity of graphite is the self re-
traction of graphite layers reported by Wang et. al.4 Self retraction is the nature
of stacked graphite layers to re-align after a structural perturbation or movement of
the layers. In their work the measured cleavage energy is 0.37±0.01 Jm−2 and is
invariant with respect to temperature and impurities.78 The cleavage energy of the
layers was empirically measured with a micro-force sensing probe with a 5nN resolu-
tion. Based on this physical phenomenon of self retraction we hypothesize that pores
generated via low angle ion collisions could act as a shutter type pore gated via a
pressure differential where increases in pressure would open the pore and decreases
in pressure would close the pore via self-retraction of the layers. The physics behind
the closing of these pores depends on the structural design. Figure 4.1 illustrates a
potential configuration of the layers which would stabilize the closed configuration
of the membrane while prohibiting water transport. In this structure the missing
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π − π stacking interactions in the main shutter pore are stabilized by small <0.5nm
orthogonal holes surrounding the main orifice. A design of this kind would first re-
quire irradiation orthogonal to the graphite plane to create the perimeter holes then
low angle ion collisions to generate the pressure gated shutter. Factors affecting the
membrane performance are the ion size, pore density, and pore functional groups. To
start this work we have investigated the flux of TIP3P water through single layered
graphene pores to validate the membrane properties. Preliminary results indicate
flow properties consistent with empirical results thus our parameter set can be ac-
curately applied to complex metal mixtures. Our intention with this study is the
pressure selective separation of transition metal ions from actinides in waste samples
for forensic analysis.
4.3 Methods
Graphene pores were generated in the center of graphene monolayers by remov-
ing atoms within a defined radius. Unoccupied valencies left during pore generation
were accounted for via addition of hydrogen in the pore structure. The TIP3P water
model was parameterized in the previous work via reproduction of the empirical wa-
ter contact angle. NAMD 2.12 was used with the CHARMM22 potential to simulate
water transport through graphene in the NVT ensemble. A Pressure gradient was es-
tablished by adding a force to every atom in the system perpendicular to the graphene
plane. Periodic boundary conditions were set at the edge of the graphene membrane
and harmonic restraints applied to the edge atoms of the graphene monolayer. The
system was equilibrated for 500ps and production dynamics was collected for 2ns.
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4.4 Results and Discussion
Figure 4.2: Transport rates of TIP3P water through graphene membranes.
Water permeability in figure 4.2 indicates the number of water crossings through
the membrane independent of the simulation time and pressure applied. In our work
water permeability increases exponentially with an increasing pore size. With a pore
diameter less than 0.5nm no TIP3P water crosses the membrane consistent with em-
pirical results in Hern et. al. Comparing our results to the computational work of
Suk and Aluru there are substantial differences in the simulated transport rates. In
their work water permeability rapidly increases in orders of magnitude as the pore
diameter increases. Comparing the largest diameter pore transport rates in our work
of 1.8nm there is approximately a three orders of magnitude difference between the
values 3.3×-08 ns−1Pa−1 to 10−5 ns−1Pa−1. The disparities in our results can be
attributed to the differences in CHARMM parameters and the charges of the pore
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atoms. In our work the Lennard-Jones parameters are εoc=0.12333 kcal/mol whereas
in the aforementioned study εoc=0.0692 kcal/mol. It is anticipated the difference in
these parameters would decrease the affinity for water to the graphene surface and
decrease the water transport rate by increasing the energetic penalty of forcing wa-
ter toward the graphene membrane. In addition, fixing the graphene carbon atoms,
in the work of Suk and Aluru, could increase the transport rates by not allowing
the membrane to flex under increasing pressure gradients i.e. there would not be
a penalty for geometric strain on the membrane and pore orifice. Considering the
difference in pore atom charges could also be a factor. In our work the charges of
pore carbon and hydrogen was set to -0.115 and 0.115 coulombs where as in their
work the graphene atoms where treated as Lennard-Jones spheres. It is expected that
these charges could create a different solvation environment in the pore and change
permeation rates between the two models.
Figure 4.3: The structural deformation of the mono-layer under different pressures.
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The strain response of graphene is reported in figure 4.3 with a pore diameter
of 1.8nm. In this work the displacement of graphene is minimal from 0-0.6 TPa until
the pressure passes 1 Tpa the monolayer starts to deflect. This rapid deflection at
1.13 Tpa corresponds well to the Young’s Modulus measured in the work of Lee et.
al.1,2 Further confirmation of graphene strain response in simulation could be inves-
tigated at higher pressures and correlated to the work of Lee et. al. These results do
suggest the bond, dihedral and improper parameters in the CHARMM potential are
accurate enough to reproduce the mechanical properties of single layer graphene.
Before the structure in figure 4.1 was solvated and pressure gradients applied,
the structural behavior of the shutter was investigated to determine the average open
shutter diameter under no applied pressure gradient. Under ideal conditions it is
expected the shutter would retain its close geometry until the cleavage energy of
graphite was attained. Using the Lennard-Jones potential the top graphene layer
immediately moves laterally to reduce the potential energy of the system. The pore
diameter of each layer is 1.825nm and after the structure translates laterally the
shutter opening is 1.567nm in diameter on average. The inter-layer interaction energy
in graphite is dependent on both π orbital overlap interactions as well as long range
vdW contributions.5 Based on the work of Kolmogorov et. al. the Lennard-Jones
potential drastically underestimates the energy of the Local Density approximation.
To correct for this approximation, the following potential was developed to include
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vectors normal to the graphite planes.5
V(rij,ni,nj) = exp(−λ(rij − z0))[C + f(ρij) + f(ρji)]− A(rij/z0)
−6 (4.1)
ρ2ij = r
2
ij − (ni, rij)
2 (4.2)
ρ2ji = r
2
ij − (nj, rij)
2 (4.3)
f(ρ) = exp(−(ρ/δ)2)
∑
C2n(ρ/δ)
2n (4.4)
It is expected that this potential rather than the Lennard-Jones potential in CHARMM
would better represent the inter-layer interactions in the proposed graphite shutter
pore structures.
4.5 Conclusions and Outlook
Central to this proposed work is the accurate representation of the mechanical
properties of graphene and graphite. In order to fully investigate our hypothesis that
under the correct pore size, density, structure, and irradiation angle pressure selective
filtration of different species can be achieved. Based on the results in figure 4.3 it
is expected the mechanical properties of single layer graphene are accurate however
further investigation of shutter pore structures revealed a gross underestimation of
the cleavage energy of graphite. To continue this work the potential developed by
Kolmogorov et. al. would be used to better represent the inter-layer π-π interactions.
In the development of this potential Kolmogorov and coworkers found that although
the π-π interaction energies were poorly represented in the local DFT approximation
the results when combined with empirical data could accurately model the physical
properties of graphite. Also worth noting is the gross underestimation of inter-layer
stacking energy by the Lennard-Jones potential. To validate the potential parameters
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Kolmogorov and coworkers estimated the exfoliation energy of graphite to be 48
meV/atom compared to an empirical value of 43 meV/atom. To further validate the
use of this potential our work would include reproduction of the cleavage energy of
graphite which has been more accurately measured since the work of Kolmogorov et.
al.78 After verification of the parameters, this potential could validate our hypothesis
by accurately representing the inter-layer energies of different membrane structures.
With the structure proposed in figure 4.1 it is expected that the shutters will normally
remain closed absent a pressure gradient and this potential will accurately represent
the cleavage energy of graphite to best represent the membrane properties.
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